
 

 

28 Feb 2014 

 

 (ISS- HK) Injunction Order Continued 

 

The High Court of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, has 

today upon the undertaking of 7 named persons made an order 

restraining them from entering, remaining or interfering with the 

operation of our three offices. The Court has also extended the 

Interlocutory Injunction against other persons entering or remaining in 

our three offices without our consent, restraining them from entering, 

remaining or interfering with the operation of our three offices. The 

said orders are effective immediately until trial of the case. 

 

Since 11th Feb 2014, the newly formed Refugee Union occupied the working area of 

three offices of our Assistance in kind to Asylum Seekers and Torture Claimants 

project. The occupation has lasted for 7 days and has directly affected our daily 

operations. Over a thousand clients could not access the offices to meet their case 

workers due to their action. Despite the pleas of the police force for peace and 

calmness, the occupation continued 

 

ISS-HK had no choice but to seek redress through the High Court on 17th Feb 2014 

by obtaining an injunction against the 7 named persons and the trespassers of our 

three offices. 

 

Since 2006, the Social Welfare Department (SWD) commissioned ISS-HK to provide 

appropriate assistance to asylum seekers and torture claimants. Our caseworkers 

meet the clients regularly each month to discuss their current situation and needs. 

If the clients encounter any problems, our social workers try their best to achieve a 

resolution. ISS HK handles each complaint sensitively and seriously. SWD also 

constantly monitors and scrutinizes our service standard. 

 

On 15th Feb, we gave a detailed reply to the Refugee Union in response to the 

queries they raised about our food in kind assistance programme. We have to 

reiterate that ISS-HK has absolutely not received any financial and material gain or 

benefit in the implementation of the service. 

 

ISS-HK respects the rights and freedom of the Refugee Union to protest and express 

their concerns. For the disturbance made by the Refugee Union and other related  



 

 

organization, we have always been tolerant. However, we cannot further tolerate 

the disturbance when it affects the safety of our staff and clients, especially when 

two of our staff were assaulted by the protesters resulting in injuries that required 

medical attention in hospital. 

 

The Refugee Union’s occupation had caused disruption that forced us to suspend 

our vital service to clients. It is regrettable that we were forced to close our offices 

temporarily and could only provide limited service during the past two weeks. 

 

Now that the Injunction Order has been granted, we are going full throttle to 

resume the normal service to provide the human assistance that our client so 

desperately need. ISS-HK specifically reserves all its rights in this matter. 

 


